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About Course 
TYPOGRAPHY [Composition]

RELEVANCE
 
Typography as a skill and as a tech-
nology has evolved and expanded 
beyond imagination in the last five 
centuries - from hot metal to linotype, 
to digital type available at the stroke 
of a keyboard. In today’s world, with 
an overdose of visual and written 
communication, it has become im-
perative for any graphic design stu-
dent to understand the elements of 
typography, and more importantly to 
be able to practice it effectively.

OBJECTIVES

•    To focus on the details of page 
     composition and the relationship 
     of space to clarity, readability 
     and legibility. 

•   The aesthetics and advanced 
     functions of roman typography; 
     including theoretical and semantic 
     issues of typographic applications.

CONTENTS

•   This course offers an 
     understanding of advanced 
     typographic functions and 
     theoretical issues, both historical 
     and current. Hands-on letterpress 
     activity was introduced  in this 
     course.

•   Study text applications, grid 
    systems, layout and page systems, 
    along with typographic expression 
    and communication. Special focus
     on practicing magazine spread 
     layouts with respect to typographic
     hierarchy and grids. This course 
     includes basic principles of book 
     design and use of software programs 
     used by the publishing industry.

•   Historical Narratives of Typefaces 
    & understanding the moods and 

Typestyles, their expressions and 
storytelling through Type & Motion.

METHODOLOGY

•    Lectures and media presentations 
     explaining the course contents and 
     issues specific to the planning and 
     strategy of the in-class activities.

•   Demonstration of Letters and their 
     parts, stroke kinds, type specimen 
     catalogues for discussions/critiques 
     and planning for specific 
     assignments.

•   The course is conducted 
     in the graphic design studio, NID. 
     Computer based assignments 
     shall  be conducted in IT lab / 
     graphic design lab. 
     The methodology/ delivery 
     mechanism includes individual 
     and group assignments, self-study 
     (library work), and discussions & 
     critiques on presentations.

Graphic Design | B.Des Semester V |  Batches: GD B.Des2016, 2017
course category: Skill Development (SD)
week units: 2.0
credits: 4.0
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About Course 
TYPOGRAPHY [Letterform]

1

Graphic Design | B.Des Semester V |  Batches: GD B.Des2018
course category: Skill Development (SD)
week units: 3.0
credits: 6.0

RELEVANCE
 
Typography is an omnipresent medi-
um through which the spoken word is 
given a visual form. Along with color 
and form, it is one of the three pillars 
of communication design. 
Typography as a skill and as a tech-
nology has evolved and expanded 
beyond imagination in the last five 
centuries – from hot metal to lino-
type, to digital type available at the 
stroke of a keyboard. In today’s world, 
with an overdose of visual and writ-
ten communication, it has become 
imperative for any graphic design 
student to understand the elements 
of typography, and more importantly 
be able to practice it effectively.

OBJECTIVES

•   To make students understand the 
    basic elements of roman 
    letter forms and their historical 
    evolution. 

•   To make students understand the 
    basic typographic elements and 
    apply them to create emphasis 
    and information hierarchy

•   To make students gain an 
     understanding of arranging type 
     (and images) in pre-determined 
     formats, with focus on the printed 
     word(s).

CONTENTS

•     Basic Type Grammar - letterforms 
      and their manifestations. Hands
       on letterpress activity was 
       introduced  in this course.

•    Building Blocks - typographic 
      elements their functions and 
      inter-relations. Typography and 
      Expression and Typeface Pairing
      were introduced.

•    Form, Function & Reader:
     organizing  typographic 
     information, meaning making 
     and layouts in context.

4



Graphic Design | B.Des Semester V |  Batches: GD B.Des 2016, 2017, 2018
for both Skill Development (SD) courses

ASSESSMENTS & EVALUATIONS
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Teaching-Learning Methods
APPLIED LEARNING DEVLELOPMENT

CONTENT DETAILS

Students investigate the basic 
anatomy and the form aspects of 
letterforms and typography through 
a variety of in-class activities and 
assignments.

Students are exposed to the 
historical narratives, technical and 
aesthetic issues, and communicative 
abilities of typography as individual 
typeforms and as texts . A hands-on 
experience in designing layouts and 
handling grids with respect to 
Typography is explored in good 
depth by each student.

APPLIED LEARNING 
PURPOSE 

•   Students get familiar with the 
    seven basic typestyles and their 
    historical basis as refelections 
    of their time and culture 
    (Humanist, Oldstyle, Modern, etc).

•   Students get to handle and design 
    compositions with the different 
    weights, widths and forms of 
    typefaces (light, bold, italic, 
    oblique, serif, sans serif, etc.).

•   Students gain hands-on 
    experience of handling know the 
    basic terms used in describing 
    ‘Type Measures’ (Pica, points, 
    x-height, etc.).

•   Students get to explore the various       
    component parts of alphabets 
    work in communication and how 
    this effects typeface as well as 
    pairing choices (Uppercase vs. 
    lowercase, lining and oldstyle 
    numbers, punctuation and 
    spacing).

•   Students explore the notions of a 
    good typographic practice (Correct 
    use of spacing, leading, layout, 
    punctuation,etc.)

•   Students should understand 
     typographic layout and how it 
     functions as dynamic form and 
     communicative form.
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INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCESS

•   Lectures that are visual / media 
    based presentations explaining 
    theory and issues specific to the 
    planning and strategy for the 
    assignments.

•   Demonstrative modes to share 
    previous legendary / well-known 
    designs with Typography by 
    designers/ typographers as well as 
    professional sample case studies 
    as ‘activity prompts’ are shared.

•   Demonstrations of materials, 
    techniques, process.
    Special Letterpress Hands-on 
    sessions were organized along
    with NID PrintLabs for students.

•  Individual critiques with each 
   student during the studio session. 
   Development in-studio is for the 
   benefit of the instructor’s personal
   attention and for the opportunity 
   for the student to interact with 
   other students during the design.

STUDENT-CENTERED 
MODEL

•   Honing Specific Skills:
     -   Actively using Roman 
         Typographic Terminologies
     -   Actively using Roman 
         Typographic Terminologies
     -   Hands on detailing of Design 
         Process to final outcomes
    -    Overall approach per 
         assignment follows the model 
         suggested as Bloom’s Taxonomy

Course Details & Teaching Methodology
HANDS-ON AND APPLIED LEARNING DEVLELOPMENT
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Applied Learning Method
ACTIVITY: TYPOGRAPHY QUIZ
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Applied Learning Method
ACTIVITY: TYPOGRAPHY QUIZ
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Hands-on Learning-by-doing Methodology
DEMO-BASED HANDS-ON LETTERPRESS with PrintLabsNID

NID PRINTLABS

Lab Head:
Prof. Tarun Deep Girdher

NID Print Labs is a small, yet energet-
ic dept. at the National Institute of 
Design, Ahmedabad. We have basic 
pre-press, press (including offset, 
screen, hotmetal) and post press fa-
cilities. 

Besides routine jobs, PrintLabs team 
conduct workshops on various as-
pects of Printing technology and its 
relevance in Communication Design.

LEARNING LETTERPRESS 
BY DOING

•   Students get familiar with the 
    seven basic typestyles and their 
    historical basis as refelections 
    of their time and culture 
    (Humanist, Oldstyle, Modern, etc).

•   Students get to handle and design 
    compositions with the different 
    weights, widths and forms of 
    typefaces (light, bold, italic, 
    oblique, serif, sans serif, etc.).

•   Students gain hands-on 
    experience of handling know the 
    basic terms used in describing 
    ‘Type Measures’ (Pica, points, 
    x-height, etc.).

•   Students get to explore the various       
    component parts of alphabets 
    work in communication and how 
    this effects typeface as well as 
    pairing choices (Uppercase vs. 
    lowercase, lining and oldstyle 
    numbers, punctuation and 
    spacing).

•   Students apply the basic theory 
    and practice of using type as an 
    expressive tool in visual 
    communication and the 
    appropriateness of particular 
    typefaces for particular texts.

•   Students explore the notions of a 
    good typographic practice (Correct 
    use of spacing, leading, layout, 
    punctuation,etc.)

10



Hands-on Learning-by-doing Methodology
DEMO-BASED HANDS-ON LETTERPRESS with PrintLabsNID
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TYPOGRAPHY [Composition]
Teaching-Learning Methods
SCREENINGS TO ASSIGNMENTS
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https://www.typeroom.eu/helvetica-and-more-gary-hustwit-documentaries-available-to-all-during-the-covid-crisis
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Poster Design
ASSIGNMENT: Knowing & Celebrating the International Typographic Style

DESIGN BRIEF

As an inspiration from Helvetica 
(2007) movie by Gary Hustwit; design 
a poster that celebrates Hekvetica 
and the underlying essence of ‘The 
International Typographic Style’.

DESIGN PROCESS

•   Choose one or more visual 
     features that exemplifies 
     ‘Helvetica’ as the true 
     International Modern.

•    Metaphors may be explored and 
     experimented with taking into ac
     count that primary visual design 
     core is TYPOGRAPHY itself.

•   An interesting grid builds a better 
    and more effective visual hierarchy. 
    Strive to achieve that in the 
    iterations for your Helvetica poster 
    design.

•   The size constraint is an A3 format 
    (landscape/portrait)

14



Poster Design
ASSIGNMENT: Knowing & Celebrating the International Typographic Style

Design by: Aditi Shastry, GD B.Des2016
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Design by: Manasa Krishnan, GD B.Des2016
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Design by: Sharan Adka, GD B.Des2016
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Design by: Tanvi Parulkar GD B.Des2016
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Design by: Shubhangi Yadav, GD B.Des2016
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Design by: Isha Ghaisas, GD B.Des2016
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DESIGN BRIEF

Students need to apply all six ele-
ments of Typography and their learn-
ings from grids and layouts sessions 
to design a powerful poster to im-
pactfully promote the future event of 
FiFA 2022 to happen in Qatar.

POINTS OF NOTE

•    A2 size (portrait/landscape 
     formats) are a flexible choice.

•    Laser / good offest printing 
     outputs required.

•   An interesting grid builds a better 
    and more effective visual hierarchy. 
    Strive to achieve that in the 
    iterations for your FiFA 2020 poster 
    design.

•   Research regd. information you 
    want to display for FiFA promotion 
    could be specific or detailed. This 
    depends on which feature of the 
    future event you wish to highlight...
    the place, audience/public interest, 
    teams and their countries, etc.

Teaching-Learning Methods
Poster Design 
ARTICLE DISCUSSION IN-CLASS TO ASSIGNMENT: Promotional Poster 
for upcoming FiFA 2022 in Qatar 

28



Teaching-Learning Methods
Poster Design 
ARTICLE DISCUSSION IN-CLASS TO ASSIGNMENT: Promotional Poster 
for upcoming FiFA 2022 in Qatar 
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Design by:  Ved Uttam,  GD B.Des2017





Design by:  Christina Kaman,  GD B.Des2017 FI
FAQATAR

FIFA
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Magazine Spreads: Grids, Layouts & Hierarchy
ASSIGNMENT: Practicing Grids, Layout Designs & Typographic Hierarchy

DESIGN BRIEF

Select an article of minimum 2-pages 
(1-spread) ; no. of spreads can be 
more depending on the length of the 
complete article. The article slected 
should have a scope of improvement 
in terms of applying grid, setting 
layout designs with better and more 
effective typographic hierarchy.

POINTS OF NOTE

•   Information Chunks vary 
     functionally as Headers,   
     Sub-Headers, Paragraph texts, 
     Footers, Folios. Size, positioning, 
     scale, weight, measures, grey 
     values, positioning, orientations, 
     etc. should be explored applying 
     the optical as well as aesthetic 
     basis of typefaces and type 
     measures.

•   An interesting grid, better typeface 
     and weight distributions builds a 
     better and more effective  
     hierarchy in the typography. Build 
     extensive iterations and detail out 
     the process.

•   The size constraint is an A4 format 
    closed page size (portrait).

38



Magazine Spreads: Grids, Layouts & Hierarchy
ASSIGNMENT: Practicing Grids, Layout Designs & Typographic Hierarchy
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Design by:  Aditi Shastry,  GD  B.Des2016

Order of Pages
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Design by:  Sanjana  Vamadevan,  GD B.Des2016

Order of Pages
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Order of Pages
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TYPESTYLES: History, Moods and Personalities
ASSIGNMENT: Applying varied moods and personalities of diff. styles to
                         narrate a story 

DESIGN BRIEF

Write / choose an existing simple sto-
ry. Choose only word that would be 
the only word expression to narrate 
the event in each frame. 

The repeated single word may have 
different mood and personality - per 
frame the typestyles may change de-
pending on how the story unfolds in 
a sequence.  

Name of your story and the sin-
gle-word character per frame may or 
may not match (that’s flexible). 

POINTS OF NOTE

•   Create a 15-20 frames storyboard 
    for the final movie. Discuss these 
    thumbnails with your course 
    faculty.

•   The final movie is to be executed in 
     Adobe AfterEffects. Full Colour/ 
     Monochrome choice is flexible.

•   Voice over and sound effects 
    should compliment the visual 
    mood communicated in the type
    style choice and the word 
    expression. 

•   Utilize size, scale, positioining and 
    rhythm in typography as attention 
    getting elements. Form-Content 
    relationship should be analyzed 
    per frame and then composed.

Type and Motion and final movie: Aditi Shastry, GD B.Des2016
Movie named BLUR, story written by Aditya Mankad, NID Ahmedabad
Word Character selected: ‘Thoughts’



TYPESTYLES: History, Moods and Personalities
ASSIGNMENT: Applying varied moods and personalities of diff. styles to
                         narrate a story 

Type and Motion and final movie: Aditi Shastry, GD B.Des2016
Movie named BLUR, story written by Aditya Mankad, NID Ahmedabad
Word Character selected: ‘Thoughts’

Order of Pages

51

total 20 frames thumbnailed to finalize the final movie
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Order of PagesOrder of PagesOrder of Pages

Type and Motion and final movie: Ritika Khinvasara, GD B.Des2016
Movie named GEORGE’S MARVELLOUS MEDICINE, an existing english story
Word Character selected: ‘Medicine’
total 20 frames thumbnailed to finalize the final movie
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Type and Motion and final movie: 
Isha Ghaisas, GD B.Des 2016
Movie named MOUNTAIN, story by Isha 
Ghaisas

total 15 frames thumbnailed to finalize the 
final movie

Order of PagesOrder of PagesOrder of Pages
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Type and Motion and final movie: 
Shar an Adka, GD B.Des 2016
Movie named “The Chronicle of Narnia”

total 20 frames thumbnailed to finalize the final movie
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TYPOGRAPHY [Letterform]
Teaching-Learning Methods    DIRECT MANUAL SKILLS ASSIGNMENT

‘Word Expressions’: Applying Type Anatomy & Type Styles to 
design meaningful word expressions

DESIGN BRIEF

The assignment includes selection 
of a known/famous /national or In-
ternational Cricket Player and reflect 
his personality traits as a cricketer 
in his complete name identification.  
The students would create a concept 
of their selected cricketer from the 
information known about him. With 
discussions in class, 2-3 key qualities 
associated with their slected crick-
eters would be explored by them in 
designs (manually produced).

POINTS OF NOTE

•    Designs of full names will explore 
     experiments and visual 
     explorations with type anatomical 
     features in a selected type style or 
     2-3 typestyles that reflect the traits 
     of their personality as a cricketer.

•   Designs would be explored on a 
     size of 11:693 X 11.693 (in inches): 
     A3 square format. You may detail 
     out and experiment word 
      visualizations digitally, but final 
     submissions are to be manually 
     executed in b/w and colours.

•   The final design iteration would be 
    rendered by hands on the A3 
    sqaure format in black waterproof 
    ink. Neatness and finesse are 
    expected in the final selected word 
    expression.

•   The second A3 square design out
    put would require same design to 
    be explored in colours manually. 
    Inks, Pencils, Posters, /Cut & Paste
    is flexible as per the skill proficiency 
    of the student per frame and then 
    composed.

Design by: Disha Naik, GD B.Des2018



Design by: Disha Naik, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Aadil Mulani, GD B.Des2018 Design by: Lasith Malinga, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Anshul Gupta, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Nithin Prasad GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Ananya Arya, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Ananya Arya, GD B.Des2018

Order of Pages
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Design by: Ishwari Boskar, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Pridhi Nehra, GD B.Des2018
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‘Representing Food Recipes: Choosing Type Styles, Layouts to 
design content 

TYPOGRAPHY [Letterform]
Teaching-Learning Methods       DIGITAL TYPESETTING ASSIGNMENT

DESIGN BRIEF

The assignment includes selection of 
your favourite food recipe. The com-
plete recipe with title, sub-contents  
etc. should have words between 
200-300 words. Lesser the better is 
strongly suggested. Choose type-
styles to represent different informa-
tion chunks. Explore design layouts 
of the content of your recipe with im-
ages that compliment your recipe.

POINTS OF NOTE

•    Designs would be explored on a 
     size of A4 (Landscape or Portrait 
     style is left to designer’s choice)

•    The images selected to set layout 
     with the content of the recipe must 
     be a high resolution picture 
     sourced out from authentic 
     sources that showcase images 
     for open source applications/use. 
     Suggested is to photograph image 
     to include original artwork.

•    Create 3 layouts as ‘design 
     explorations’ with text and image 
     for representing food recipes as 
     part of the design process.
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Design by: Hisham T, GD B.Des2018
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ITERATION 1 >>
ITERATION 2
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‘Representing Food Recipes: Choosing Type Styles, Layouts to 
design content 

TYPOGRAPHY [Letterform]
Teaching-Learning Methods       VALUE FORMATION ASSIGNMENT

DESIGN BRIEF

History gives us evolutions of 7 type-
styles that represent seven schools of 
thought influenced by craftsmanship, 
changing technologies and influences 
of evolving nature of visual arts and 
communication needs. The aim of 
this assignment to visually design 
this information available on 7 dif-
ferent historical typestyles that laid 
early foundations for typography in 
graphic design by using interesting 
approached of meaning making, ap-
plying the denotative or connotative 
nature of parts of letters to convey 
characteristics that make each type-
style unique. The end design would 
be a set of 7 postcards telling the 
visual narrative of 7 different type-
styles (each postcard representing 
one typestyle).

The users of the design would be 
design students (novices) / early 
graphic design students who would 
like to learn and store this content on 
typestyles in a more reader friendly 
and interesting format as a set of 
postcards. Postcards are also carriers 
of messages and making connections 
– as new budding designers it would 
help these students to communi-
cate thoughts and learnings about 
typography by keeping connected 
with their chosen friends from India/
Abroad.

POINTS OF NOTE

•    The information (content) for each 
     of the 7 typestyles can be referred 
     from: http://www.designishistory.
     com/1450/type-classification/. Not 
     all content may be taken. Words 
     can be reduced and rephrased as 
     per the design plan of laying out 
     hierarchy through typography and 
     use of its six basic elements in 
     graphic design.

•   Each postcard is of standard 
    dimensions of 4by6 inches.

•    Postcard has two sides (outer side 
     with stamp and address line and 
     inner side where letters /texts are 
     generally shared). It is upto the 
     imagination and creativity of 
     students to decide the order in 
     which the story of each type style 
     would be designed on both sides. 

•   The story should move from the 
     first Blackletter till last Decorative 
     Display Typestyle – moving in the 
     said order from first till seventh 
     postcard.
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Design by: Ameya Agarwal, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Disha Naik, GD B.Des2018
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Design by: Disha Naik, GD B.Des2018

Design by: Ananya Arya, GD B.Des2018
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Design your future name plate indicating house no and your designation
by applying Typeface selection, style choice and Type pairing

TYPOGRAPHY [Letterform]
Teaching-Learning Methods              ACTIVITY PROMPT TASK

80

DESIGN BRIEF

Select a typeface to represent your 
name, your house no. and ideally also 
your profession as a future visualiza-
tion. Apply learnings of selecting and 
pairing type through compliment or 
contrast. 

Given below is to make you start with 
this 1-day activity through a prompt:

Size on cartridhe sheet - the aspect 
ratio of dimensions are flexible but 
within the open, imperial cartridge 
size. Ink your final design.
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CONCLUDING NOTES 
1-Course Merger happened as a consequence of 
these divided semester-long courses. Culmination
of both courses became 1-course called
FUNDAMENTALS OF TYPOGRAPHY for similar 
B.Des 5th sem. Graphic Design students at NID

The New Vision for the course incorporated 
following:

•   More detailed course materials to be shared with
    students. 

•   Later assignments / some activities can have
    a focused theme: such, as Type Design (basics),
    Indic Type Design (possibilities with non-latin),
    Modular Typography, etc.

•   Students assume the role of a visual 
    designers more being in Graphic Design.
    Fundamentals of Typography course must
    incorporate extra motivations to students
    to start thinking and practicing like 
    Typographers.

•   Certain activities can be designed within the course
    such as more Typography quiz forms, reading sessions
    of classic typography archivals / critique sessions
    of students discussing good and better typography
    specimens, etc. 
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FUTURE SCOPE

NEW NORMAL & 
FUNADMENTALS OF TYPOGRAPHY

Inclusive Designs developed esp. as
part of course abstracts, materails, etc.
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Stephen Coles and Erik Spiekermann, Harper De-
sign

Typography Workbook: A Real-World Guide to Us-
ing Type in Graphic Design 
Timothy Samara, Rockport Publishers

New Perspectives in Typography Paperback
Scott Williams (Editor), Henrik Kubel (Editor, Lau-
rence King Publishing

Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for 
Working with Type (Design Essentials) 
Ina Saltz, Rockport Publishers; Reprint edition

The Complete Manual of Typography: A Guide to 
Setting 

Perfect Type (2nd Edition) Jim Felici, Adobe Press

Typography (Graphic Design in Context)
Denise Gonzales Crisp and William F. Temple, 
Thames & Hudson

FOR LIBRARY COLLECTIONS:

Stop Stealing Sheep and Find Out How Type Works
Erik Spiekermann and E. M. Ginger, Adobe Press

Twentieth-Century Type
by Lewis Blackwell, Yale University Press

The Art of Typography
by Christopher Burke and Paul Renner, Princeton 
Architectural Press

A History of Lettering
Nicolete Gray, Phaidon Press

Texts on Type: Critical Writings on Typography
Steven Heller and Philip B. Meggs, Allworth Press

Grids: The Structure of Graphic Design
André Jute, RotoVision

A Type Primer
John Kane, Laurence King

Unjusti ed Texts: Perspectives on Typography
Robin Kinross, Hyphen Press

Letter Forms
Stanley Morison, Nattali & Maurice

Typographically Speaking: The Art of Matthew Car-
ter
Margaret Re, Princeton Architectural Press
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